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4.3: Acid Base Rxns:
Definitions: Brønsted–Lowry acid–base theory.

Characteristics: Taste, Texture, Rxns:

Acids+metals=H2

Acids+NaHCO3/Na2CO3=CO2

Acids+Na2SO3=SO2

Acids+KS=H2S

, Dye change(BRB) and conductivity.

Types: 1. Protons.

2. Strength

Transfer of: Protons or/& Electrons.





4.4: REDOX Rxns:
Oxidation (Reducing agent): Gain of O2 or loss of H2/e 
Reduction (Oxidizing agent): Loss of O2 or gain of H2/e

Oxidation Number rules:
1. Free elements and total compound= Zero.
2. Free ions= its charge:
3. (periodic table?, I,II,III,V,VI,VII,VIII)
4. Oxygen =-2, Except( H2O2 & O2-2) =-1
5. H=+1, Except with metals(-1, Ca2H or LiH)
6. Halogens=-ve (usually -1), Except with oxygen= +ve

(HCl, Clo4-).
7. Whole numbers or integers? (O2-1)?
8. Transition elements? Multiple!  







Types of Redox rxns:

1. Combination rxn.

2. Decomposition rxn.

3. Combustion rxn, with O2 to produce flame (heat and 
light) and ( CO2 +H2O mostly, as with C3H8)

4. Displacements rxns:

A. Hydrogen displacement:

From H2O= All alkali and some alkali metals(Ca,Sr &Ba)

From Acids= Almost all metals.

B. Metal displacement: the stronger predominates!

C. Halogen displacement: F2>Cl2>Br2>I2





4.5 Concentration of Solutions:

Preparation? Moles(or grams) with volume.

Check, twice, what he asking for !

+            =







Dilution of Solutions:

UNIFY units!





Solution Stoichiometry:

-Quantitative analysis: Gravimetric and volumetric.

-Gravimetric and solubility? Masses!



-Regular calculations:

% of a known ion = mass of it/total mass *100

= Mwt of it/total Mwt*100

then find masses! 



.



Acid Base Titration:



Calculations:

At the end point:

Moles of A = Moles of B, FULL STOP

Sorry, I forgot the MOLES ratio.

 من المطلوب
ً
، تحقق دائما

ً
.وبالعربية أيضا



KHP = 204.2 g/mol
(to be memorized)
1KHP:1NaOH



.











Characteristics:

1. Shape and volume.

2. Compressibility.

3. Density?

4. Ideal and none-ideal

Pressure: Force/Area (N/m2)

Density: mass/volume (g/ml or cm3)

Barometer 

vs.

Manometer.









Gas Laws:

P= nRT/v

Pv=nRT



STP = Standard Temp ( zero celsius= 273k) and Pressure 
(1atm)

R= General ideal gases constant= 0.082 l.atm/k.mol

Always, Temp= kelvin, pressure Atm in this law











Density and molecular mass?

Mwt= d.RT/p



Gas stoichiometry:













5.6 The Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases:

(thermal motion)



Root Mean Square Speed





Gas Diffusion(Distribute) and Effusion(Escape):

Time? Opposes rate (r1/r2)=(t2/t1)





5.7 Deviation from Ideal Behavior:

Forces and volumes? Ideal! (only at <= 5atm)

Intermolecular and intramolecular forces.

Van Deer Waals equation! For non ideal gases













6.1: The Nature of Energy and Types of Energy:

Energy: capacity to do work
Work: directed energy change resulted from a process.
Heat: is the transfer of thermal energy between two bodies that are 
at different temperatures.
Thermochemistry: is the study of heat change in chemical reactions
Types of Energy:

1. Radiant-solar energy: comes from the sun.
2. Thermal energy: associated with the random motion of atoms and 

molecules.
3. Chemical energy: stored within the structural units of chemical 

substances.
4. Potential energy: available by object’s position.
5. Kinetic energy: energy due to motion (movements).

• Law of conversion of energy: the total quantity of energy in the 
universe is assumed constant. Delta u= zero

*Universe: system and surrounding.



6.2: Energy Changes in Chemical Reactions:

A) Open system: exchange of mass and energy.

B) Closed system: exchange of energy only.

C) Isolated system: no exchange of anything.



.
In chemistry; chemical equations:

System: starting reactants.

Surrounding: ending products.

Endothermic reaction: in which system has to absorb heat 
(energy) from the surrounding (energy will be written in the 
reactants). +ve charge, sys will gain!

Exothermic reaction: in which system has to give off heat to 
the surrounding (energy will be written in the products). –ve
charge, sys will lose!



6.3 Introduction to the Thermodynamics:

Thermodynamics: is the scientific study of the interconversion of 
heat and other kinds of energy, thermochemistry is a part of it.

Thermodynamic studies changes in the state of a system, defined by 
the values of all macroscopic (large, seen or defined by eyes opposite 
to microscopic) properties as: energy, composition, temperature, 
pressure and volume.

Energy, pressure, temperature and volume are defined as state-
functions properties; by which they are determined by the change in 
the state of system regardless how it was achieved. 

How? Consider initials of: Pi= 2 atm, Ti= 300 k and Vi= 1L, if the 
temp. was constant (Boyle’s law), and the finals: Pf= 1atm, Tf= 300 
k and Vf= 2L, the final change in V (delta V)=2-1=1L, regardless 
the state of pressure change ( we care on final/initial states, 
regardless it was inc. to 4atm, then 5atm then 3atm then 1atm, we 
care only for the last state here) 



Energy ( Gravitational potential 
energy due to gravity) is the 
same, regardless what route 
we’ll take (we only care about 
the increase of height above the 
surface of earth, not in the 
length of path of effort paid for 
that)  state function.

Opposite to state of function is path (process) functions, as heat or work,

We care on the path as will pay more effort (work) to do it, and more heat

Will be gained/ lost during that process.



The First Law of thermodynamics:

Based on the law of conservation of energy, states that energy can be 
converted from one form to another, but cannot be created or destroyed.

delta E sys= Ef - Ei

initial and final energies of system (reactants)

We mean, reactants gained or lost energy through the process, no
misconception with surrounding.

Delta u (universe) = E sys+ E surr =zero

As E sys always = - E surr

If we named Work (Joule, 1 kg⋅m2⋅s−2) as W and Heat (Joule too) as q; we

Can define change in E sys as change in W between sys and surr added to 
change in q between sys and surr too , simplified as:

Delta E sys = delta q + delta w



We can determine wither q and w are +ve or – ve based on:

W: -ve if done by sys “ we’ll lose it”  but +ve if done by surr. “ as sys will 
gain it from surr”.

Q: -ve if done by sys and absorbed by surr. ( sys will lose this energy and 
give to surr.) but +ve if done by surr and absorbed by sys. (sys will gain it).

Then, as a role of thumb: 

If W or Q is given off/done by sys = -ve

If W or Q is given off/done by surr= +ve



Work and Heat:

Not a state of functions because they are not properties of system. 

Work is define as Force multiplied by distance ( path function; the more 
distance the more work done).

Work also can be understood by the pressure of cylinders exerted against 
certain volume of gas filling a container. The cylinder will push the 
compressor by its Pressure (P1); as the container is filled of with gas and 
has a volume (V); at a certain point this gas will have a pressure (P2) 
opposes that of the compressor; finally the work done by the compressor 
will be negative!; as the final pressure (P2) opposed its effect:  

Work= -P * delta V

W in L.atm

Which equal

101.3J

Vacuum: pulls;

Wont give P









6.4: Enthalpy of Chemical Reactions:

Enthalpy: extensive property that measures energy in a thermodynamic system. It is 
equal to the internal energy of the system plus the product of pressure and volume.
:can be best understood using the following ;المحتوى الحراري 

we’ll use first thermodynamic law to study two chemical reactions:

1. If we have a constant volume (rare and inconvenient), as w=-p delta v, delta v will 
be zero (initial= final, CONSTANT), no w will be done, and the energy of system 
will be equal to heat 

Delta E sys = Delta q ( or qv, meaning heat change under constant volume).

2. If we have a constant pressure (common, as using atmospheric pressure), if the 
reaction done gave us more gas molecules into atmosphere as in reacting metals with 
acids (generated gas = sys is giving off energy to surr, and work will be –ve), BUT if 
chemical reaction absorbed gas molecules from the air (as in cotton where it absorbs 
water vapor from the air), the work here will be done by surr on sys (+ve). Note that 
in both we do have work regardless of the constant pressure (done on atmosphere or 
open air). In this case we can say that 

Where qp is heat under constant pressure, and will be given a new name of enthalpy (H 
l does it sound better now? I really hope so.



We said that H means enthalpy, if we have a chemical reaction 
(to change from a chemical form to another or from a 
substance to another); the chemical rxn will have change in its 
enthalpy from final products to initial reactants; this is called:

Change of enthalpy or delta H

As we said before (slide 57), any rxn can absorb or 
release energy, this can be best measured by change of 
enthalpy!

Delta H –ve = exothermic , Dela H +ve = endothermic 
(repetition, I know)



We know that kinetic energy is more in g than L than S substances (g molecules are 
in random constant motion while as S one are relatively constant not moving and L 
ones are in between). Accordingly, more heat (a unique form of energy) will be need 
to convert water from S to L ( energy to make molecules moving!). Inversely, energy 
will be given off from G molecules when converted to L form (molecules will moving 
less than before!). That is, heat is related to substances (products and reactants).

Enthalpy (describes rxn), is the difference in heat!. In (a): enthalpy change is +ve, 
as S substances (sys.) absorbed heat to be converted to L state. Exactly the 
opposite happened in (b) try to explain it, watch out the arrows!



Thermochemical Equations:

Try to interpret differences in the following equations:

In the first one, energy was given off to form L from g, but in the second it was
absorbed by L to form the gas.

Difference in enthalpy change? Note the form of water! (check next slide)



We need to convert L to g forms, this costed us heat too! (2 combined equations):

Wait a moment, as we needed 2 moles of H2O, we have to multiply the whole 
equation above (including enthalpy change) by 2

Now be adding the enthalpies of these reactions together:

+

We’ll get:

Check this one:







A comparison of delta H and delta E:

If n is constant; delta H = delta E as delta n will 
be zero!
Note that R has two values:
8.314 J/k.mol
0.082 L.atm/mol.k
Check what units you’re dealing with then pick the 
best R value !





6.5 Calorimetry:
Calorimeter: a specific device (container) used to measure heat 
changes in physical and chemical properties.

Calorimetry: the method of measurement. 

calorie: unit of heat measurement:

calorie = 4.18400 joules = 4.18400 m2 kg / s2

Calorie (capital C) means Kilocalorie which equal 1000 calorie

Specific Heat (s in J/g. c°) and Heat Capacity (c in J/c°) 
:

M is the mass of substance in grams

S value for water = 4.184 J/g. c°



Not to be memorized, just 
know the value for water and 
that s is an intensive 
property of the substance



q is heat change as we know.





Types of calorimeters:

1. Constant volume calorimeter:



Types of calorimeters:

1. Constant volume calorimeter:

total heat is conserved = zero

Qcal heat absorbed by calorimeter. 

Ccal heat capacity of the calorimeter.

He might ask you for Molar heat, be aware!







Types of calorimeters:

2. Constant Pressure Calorimeter:
















